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1) Yetifan) Hi Sid Taberlay, tell us a little about yourself, where are you from? How 
old?
Sid) Born & grew up just south of Hobart, Tasmania, Australia. Age 32

2) You currently race for Yeti in Australia, What sort of racing do you tend to do? XC, 
enduro?
Mostly XC although I do a little bit of everything. I started as a kid back Mostly XC although I do a little bit of everything. I started as a kid back 
in the mid/late 90's when you did everything (XC, DH, Trials, jumping) 
on the same bike. I loved the thrill of always finding a way to ride what 
ever was in front of me. I then found road riding/racing once leaving 
school. Combining my kid days where I learnt to handle a bike & my 
new found road fitness I became pretty good at XC which became my 
focus.

3) What does your fleet of bikes look like?3) What does your fleet of bikes look like?
SB66C, ASRC, ARC, Cross & RD bike.

4) Any favourite bikes of all time you have ridden?
I think each year with new releases you have a constent new favourite. 
I love letting loose on my SB66C at the same time I enjoy riding the 
simplicity of a hardtail.

5) Are you faster than Rowney was?
WWe've had many a battle. Two that stand out in memory:

Back in 2000 we had anBack in 2000 we had an Australia National round in Hobart, which was 
a home town race for me. It was one of my first senior races at a 
National level & Rowney was on fire (even beating Cadel) winning just 
about everything in AUS leading into the Sydney Olympic. Being young 
& not knowing what to expect I gave it everything on the first climb, 
gapped the field & held a solid gap (couldn't see anyone behind me) 
until the last lap. Experience beat youth with Rowney mowing me down 
on that last lap, the local kid almost stole the shoon that last lap, the local kid almost stole the show. My comfort was 
being told Rowney's mid race blow up through the feed zone "who the 
f##k is that kid". That meant a lot coming from someone I respected so 
much.

2002 Nationals. I was defending U23 champ & Rowney the Elite 
defending champ. With U23 & Elite combined I wanted a good start to 
not get caught out in the single track. I got a gap after the first DH 
single track. I had a 10 second gap, which held steady for the next two 
hours. I was determined not to just win U23 but the overall, I had to 
hold Rowney off for the Elite win. This time there was no catching me 
on the last lap. 
As a side noteAs a side note Yeti's Jared Graves was also racing that U23 XC 
Nationals. He recently told me he was bringing Rowney back on that 
last lap!

6) Last thing I heard you were over at Whistler beating downhillers on your SB66, 
ever done a downhill race? How'd it go?
AA long time ago...2005 I did a National round. I was happy to just ride 
all the A lines as there was a jump that cross a road gap & an 8 foot 
drop in the middle. Prior to that it was back when I was a Junior in the 

90's.
7) Tell us about the time you got taken down by a real life bear! ? 
2005, I was with the Specialized Global Factory2005, I was with the Specialized Global Factory Team. We were in 
Idaho for a Norba, I was rolling down the Mountain on my road bike, 
hooked around a right hand corner to find a bear running across the 
road. With the speed I was going I had no way of avoiding it, I T boned 
it & went straight over its back.

8) What do you think was your best result ever?
I feel there were a lot of results along the way that were great for there I feel there were a lot of results along the way that were great for there 
time & a stepping stone that set the stage for what came next. 2001 I 
won my first Nationals (U23), 2002 I was the first to win both U23 & 
Senior Nationals. 2004 I was riding top 10 in World Cup. 2005 I got a 
World Cup podium. 2008 winning my first US national round ahead of 
a dominating Kabush.

9) Where was the last place you rode? 
TTonight I took the RD bike out around the Royal National Park, Sydney.

10) Where would you like to ride right now?
Love to do a lap of my old trails around MT Wellington, Tasmania.

11) Race plans for 2013?
I will focus on key AUS/USA National level events that have good 
creditability on there own. Mostly XC, a few Marathons & a couple of 
All Mountain events.

12) Thanks for answering these, please tell us about your sponsors and thank 12) Thanks for answering these, please tell us about your sponsors and thank 
anybody you like right here?
There are a number of companies that support me: Kenda, H2O 

Overdrive, Yeti, Easton, Sram, Nathan, Giro, Crankbrothers, Fizik, 
2XU & all the individuals who help me out along the way, Thanks.


